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Abstract—Using digital twins, physical manufacturing objects
can be virtualized and represented as digital models which are
seamlessly integrated in both the physical and the digital space.
This allows to simulate, verify and optimize production systems,
from the logistical aspects to the manufacturing process and the
involved components. A key challenge, in this area, is how to
describe digital twins in complex manufacturing systems such
that all physical details, processes, and verification needs are
modeled at an appropriate and efficient abstraction level, e.g.,
modeling and detecting divers faults in production processes. To
address this challenge, in this paper we present our work on
modeling digital twins of manufacturing facilities using UML.
UML class diagrams are used to describe static dependencies
between entities, as well as to monitor and analyze the dynamic
verification and quality aspects of manufacturing such as fault
detection and consistency checks. Utilizing the key relevant
features of UML in our approach, the designed class diagrams are
used and enriched with behavioral models serving as digital twins
which can be updated by live data from the manufacturing plant.
We present a small example based on simulation programs and
a demonstrator. The presented modeling approach and example
provide useful insights to UML-based design of digital twins in
complex manufacturing systems.

Index Terms—UML, digital twin, industry 4.0, automation,
simulation model, RFID, OPC UA, factory of the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital twins have gained popularity in the context of trends

such as Industry 4.0 [1] and smart manufacturing [2]. It is

typically assumed that a digital twin is a digital counterpart

of a (usually) physical entity. Furthermore, we expect some

form of link between the entity and the digital copy so that

information about the state of the entity is used to update

the digital copy. Keeping track of objects in a factory is

an important application of digital twins. The status of the

digital twin can be updated once new information is made

available on the current status of the physical counterpart. This

information is gathered by sensors. If no recent information

is available, we can use simulation to estimate the current

status. This can be based on past information and the general

characteristics of the monitored object.

The complexity of manufacturing processes as well as the

size of typical plants raise a number of challenges on the

management and maintenance in such systems which can

be tackled by digital twins [3]. First, manufacturers need to

manage and control every step of the processes in a more

efficient manner and make necessary reconfigurations while

taking all the variables into account. Second, it may be needed

to capture the location and condition of every asset in the

factory which becomes more challenging in the case of big

and complex production processes and high quantity of the

assets to be tracked. Beyond these, manufacturers need to have

real-time information about possible faults and the causes,

predict the performance, analyze every maintenance issue and

bottlenecks for multiple possible outcomes, etc. Digital twins

can address the above issues by controlling and managing

assets and complete processes. However, to efficiently leverage

the features of digital twins, it is crucial to adopt a right

modeling approach for manufacturing systems which are often

big with complex production processes.

In this paper, we present a UML-based framework for

modeling digital twins and describing the connection to the

real system. The proposed framework is characterized by an

efficient digital twin modeling approach that can capture dif-

ferent static and dynamic complexities of smart manufacturing

systems in a manageable manner. Considering the former, the

physical objects, their properties and their relations are mod-

eled using UML class diagrams with appropriate abstraction

levels for divers digital twin classes in manufacturing systems.

The latter is addressed through generic behavioural models

that describe different monitoring requirements, from dynamic

verification to quality checks in manufacturing processes. We

present an implementation in which a digital twin can receive

data from a real system, but also has some simulation capa-

bilities to estimate the state in the time where no updates are

available. Our implementation is based on our Aalto Factory

of the Future1 infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we discuss related work, while our approach to digital twins

in manufacturing systems is introduced in Section III. The

concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Digital twins can be modeled at different levels of details

based on the complexity of the target system, including pre-

digital twin, digital, adaptive digital twin, and intelligent

digital twin [4]. A variety of ways to specify digital twins

have been investigated ranging from CAD models to enriched

maintenance protocols. Standards such as AutomationML [5]

can be used to describe system setups and thereby serve as an

ingredient for a digital twin.

1https://www.aalto.fi/en/futurefactory
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Fig. 1. Abstracted overview of UML class diagram for manufacturing systems and their digital twins

There are basically two main categories of digital twins:

data-driven digital twins and model-based digital twins [6].

Data driven digital twins are seen as a manifestation of both

known and unknown parts of the system [7]. The model-based

digital twin is aimed to represent dynamic and static behavior

of the system based on its known physical characteristics, in

addition to reducing the risk of management and operation by

considering more number of uncertainties [6]. Model based

digital twin need to connect the (usually) physical models

of subsystems which could be very challenging in complex

and multidisciplinary systems, e.g., [8] presents three different

types of models for product, process and operation in manu-

facturing systems, in addition to an integration procedure to

make generic digital twins for the whole system is presented.

In that paper, Model Based Definition (MBD) technology with

geometric information is used for products modeling, as well

as for demonstrating multivariate modeling of the process.

The UML class diagram has been used to show the relation

between the key elements of the process, likewise several

forms of modelings such as Petri nets can be used for different

operational aspects.

In [9], a new concept is proposed to derive the digital

twin model from a digital product description to automatically

perform assembly planning and orchestrate the production

resources in a manufacturing cell. The authors leverage UML

to model the entities of manufacturing cells. A similar imple-

mentation is described in [10]. In [11], a UML-based digital

twin modeling method for a CNC machine tool is proposed.

This method encompasses a multi-domain unified modeling

method, a mapping method and an autonomous strategy.

In [12], the initial concepts for the UML based modeling of the

RFID-enabled flexible manufacturing systems are proposed,

where it is claimed that using UML can make re-design and

also development of the system more efficient.

Digital twins and related concepts are key enablers for

industry digitization, but in different disciplines and also in

the literature there is no common understanding about this

concept [3]. In this work, we bring UML and behavioral

models together to present a generic solution for digital twin

modeling in discrete manufacturing.

III. DIGITAL TWINS FOR MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Our approach is based on the UML class diagram to model

digital twins and their relation to the physical counterparts.

The principal concept is exemplified in Figure 1. The main

elements of any manufacturing system are mechanical, chemi-

cal and electrical infrastructure, control and monitoring system

(automation), and products. Digital twins can support added

value services like estimation, validation, simulation and learn-

ing. In addition, the end users can be in contact with both the

real system and its digital twin for achieving more efficiency

in the system life cycle. More detailed sub classes, attributes

and operations have not been added in Figure 1 for the sake

of simplicity. The complexity of digital twins depends on the

number of services in the DT Services class. We leverage

class inheritance to describe generalization and specialization

when talking about entities (e.g., class actuator and a more

specialized class gripper), and aggregation to group entities

and describe their relationships (e.g., the connection of an

RFID reader to a conveyor belt segment as aggregation).



A. The Physical Setup

Our EnAS demonstrator is a laboratory scale agile man-

ufacturing prototype which features Festo components. This

demonstrator consists of a conveyor belt ring, actuators, sen-

sors, mobile robots and also a distributed wireless control

system. The aim of the system is to transport and handle

workpieces based on the defined logic in the distributed control

system. The flexibility is achieved by using a Festo Robotino

AGV and additional AGVs produced by other manufacturers.

In addition, the demonstrator features RFID readers and RFID

tags that are attached to objects in the factory floor to make

them traceable. We are particularly looking into tracing work-

pieces. RFID readers are typically attached to conveyor belt

segments, but can also be mounted on robots.

We consider RFID detector as one of the most useful

instruments in manufacturing industry to prove the concepts

which presented in this paper. The Aalto Factory of the

Future has been equipped with the TURK RFID systems.

The compact TURCK RFID interfaces exchange data between

the RFID head and the controller. Also this module includes

an instance of the OPC UA server. Other systems that need

information from the OPC UA server, need to have the OPC

UA client for communication [13].

B. Digital Twin Realization

Figure 2 shows the high-level connection between the

physical setup and the digital twin. Here we introduce a

simple conveyor system as a case study for the manufacturing

plant to prove the concepts for realization of digital twin

using the UML class diagram. The manufacturing plant has

objects as products and the conveyor infrastructure controlled

by the automation system. In addition, each conveyor can

be equipped with some RFID detectors to detect objects in

the manufacturing environment. Furthermore, a digital twin

of a manufacturing plant has similar twin classes for objects,

conveyor&automation and RFID detectors. It is clear that the

form of relations between classes in the main system and the

twin system is the same. In addition, the digital twin has a ser-

vice class for estimation, consistency check and fault detection

which can provide beneficial information for system operation.

The only available one directional association relation between

the digital twin and the real system comes from the automation

system which provides the input information for the digital

twin. The main element of the described digital twin for the

manufacturing system is DTServices which can implement

several added value algorithms or calculation models. These

can basically address many complex dynamic processing re-

quirements in manufacturing systems, as mentioned before.

The definitions of the offered services for the case study are

discussed below. The RFID detectors can detect the objects

in specific predefined locations, however they are not suitable

for tracking objects like GPS or acceleration sensors. Thus, in

the automation system we can see only discrete information

about the latest detection. However, in the digital twin by using

the LocationEstimate service it is possible to anticipate the

probable location of the object. The equation 1 shows how the

location of the object can be calculated using the information

of the latest detection and also the speed of the conveyor:

Lei = Li + Vj(t− ti) (1)

Where Lei is the estimated location of object Oi, Li is the

location of the last RFID reader which could detect object Oi,

Vj is the speed of the corresponded conveyor Cj , t represents

the current time and ti is the time of the last detection for

object Oi. Additionally, for verifying the general behavior of

the manufacturing system Equation 2 can be used.

CSin =

{

1 legal transition

0 illegal transition
(2)

Where CSin is a consistency check function for object

Oi when it passes the RFID reader No. n. If the RFID

signals evaluate as a legal transition for the state machine,

then only defined transitions in the state transition table can

be considered as a legal transition [14]. The next implemented

services in digital twin is for fault detection based on delay in

transportation introduced in Equation 3.

FDi =

{

1 Lei − Li > D(Ri) + Tolerance

0 else
(3)

Where FDi is a fault detection function for the object Oi,

D(Ri) is the distance between the last RFID reader which

could detect the object Oi and the next expected RFID reader

for object Oi, also Tolerance is the maximum time that the

system can wait before activating alarm for fault.

C. Monitoring Infrastructure

The software for the simulation model, digital twin and

graphical interface has been developed in Python. To commu-

nicate with the TURCK OPC UA server module, we defined an

OPC UA client for digital twin by using the OPC UA library in

Python which was developed based on the IEC 62541 client

and server and PyPy [15]. Five RFID heads are connected

to two compact TURCK RFID modules implemented in the

EnAS demonstrator to track objects equipped with RFID HF

tags. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of an example simulation

model and its digital twin where the first gray conveyor shows

the behavior of the actual system. The second orange conveyor

shows the interaction between a normal automation and mon-

itoring system where in the case of any detection, it can show

the corresponded RFID reader and tag. It is obvious that the

automation system can show only the information based on the

actual field detection. The next three red conveyors show the

functionalities of the digital twin. DT #1 shows the estimated

location of the objects based on Equation 1. DT #2 shows the

result of the consistency check based on Equation 2. DT #3

can also find predefined faults in the factory floor based on

Equation 3 which in this case considers a delay moreover than

10 seconds as a fault. These features allow better monitoring,

fault detection, and maintenance (both reactive and predictive)

of the system. Sample recorded video for the operation of the

developed digital twin is available in [16].

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented our work on digital twins for manu-

facturing facilities. UML class diagrams are used to describe
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Fig. 2. Developing a UML class diagram for the digital twin of the simple conveyor system

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the example simulation model and its digital twins

digital twins and their connection to physical entities. These

descriptions are the basis for additional behavioral descriptions

which can be added for simulation purposes and for taking live

data from the manufacturing plant into account. In addition,

we presented a small example based on simulation programs

and a demonstrator where RFID tags are traced in a setup built

of a conveyor belt ring and AGV-based transportation services.

Future work will extend this scenario and include additional

features of AGVs as well as robots. In addition, additional

work on distributed digital twins over several devices and

architectural layers is of concern to us.
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